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FOOD

The Meatball Shop, a popular
hipster hangout co-founded by
Daniel Holzman (left), is adding to
its menu Hainanese Chicken
meatballs. These succulent
balls pack chicken chunks with
seasoned jasmine rice to go with
the Singapore Sling.

Food celeb KF Seetoh heads a pop-up store just opposite the
iconic Flatiron Building selling laksa yong tau foo, popiah,
ngoh hiang balls, kaya toast and Milo dinosaur. The laksa and
ngoh hiang balls are bestsellers, says Seetoh. PHOTO: HELMI YUSOF

Jason Lim’s
meditative
durational
performance
draws large
crowds as he
examines time
and memory
using candles
and incense

Dessert chef Janice Wong mounts an
edible art installation with chocolates,
lollipops and gummis in local flavours

such as chilli padi and gula melaka.
Visitors can eat as much of the

installation as they want.

Zul Mahmod’s
mesmerising “sonic
tree” recreates the
sounds of the city,

forcing one to stop and
listen carefully to the

daily sounds and
rhythms one takes

for granted

Award-winning chef Lee Boon Seng of Resorts
World Sentosa’s Osia is serving up an entire menu
of Singapore dishes at the chi-chi Bergdorf
Goodman restaurant, including lobster laksa
(above) using fresh Maine lobsters.
PHOTO: HELMI YUSOF

Iconic fast food joint
Shake Shack created the

Singapore Onde Onde
Shake, a flavourful drink

topped with grated
coconut. It’s inspired by

Singapore’s green
dumplings filled with
melted gula melaka.

PHOTO: STB

Street artist Farizwan Fajari aka
Speak Cryptic recreates his bedroom
by drawing out its features on white
walls and cubes. He then invites
visitors to draw and paint details
for the room – which they did
with abandon.

ART
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FASHION
At the high-end Bergdorf
Goodman store, John
Clang’s photographs form
the backdrop of fashion by
Kenzo, Alexander Wang,
Celine and other top
designers. PHOTO: STB

Two 16-page fashion
spreads in the latest issue
of Bergdorf Goodman
feature locations in
Singapore. PHOTO: HELMI
YUSOF
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